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A month in gastroenterology was simply spent. Zhang Fan almost got infected. He
didn't even turn up any splashes in the hospital. It's peaceful.

It's nothing to be surprised. There are too many such things in the hospital. Originally,
Zhang Fan was still thinking whether he could give a comfort bonus or not. It was a
shock. But as soon as the result came out, it didn't matter. Even the feeling of the
hospital left.

It was Li Hui who came to comfort Zhang Fan. "Why don't you pick someone? Pick an
aunt."

"Get out of here. Get out of here. I'm upset."

"I'll come and see you. You're so grumpy. It doesn't seem like a big problem. Then I'll
go."

Life is normal, commuting. Has the final say that the rules and regulations of the
municipal hospitals are many and strict. In the county level hospitals, the president has
the final say. Although the municipal hospital is also the president of the hospital, the
rules and regulations must be followed, and too many people are watching too much.

Zhang Fanting misses the county hospital. If something happens in the county hospital,
Batu will definitely wave a note, "go, take five thousand flowers." Now this hospital,
in addition to Li Hui came to see, others are indifferent. Zhang Fan is a little homesick.
His mood fluctuates greatly, which makes him miss his family especially.

When the gastroenterology department graduated, because there was no director, the
graduation consent was not signed. It doesn't matter whether Zhang Fan signs or not.
Lao Hu specially invited Zhang Fan to eat cow bones“ Brother, you are the material
for surgery. Hey! When Lao Huang was vice president, he didn't like me and said I
was too ink. Otherwise I would be a surgeon now. "

"Brother Hu, how's the gastroenterology department? You are now the director of the
second Department of orthopedics under the director. Wang Dehua is Lao Gao's elder
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martial brother. Although he was brought by a master, he is much better than Cui
Pingjun. The joints and spine are quite standard. After the old director retired, he and
Lao Gao were regarded as the big winners of the orthopedics department of the
hospital. However, his advantage is good health and comprehensive technology. Lao
Huang admired him very much and set up a second Department of orthopedics for him.

Although the second Department of orthopedics was separated late, it is no worse than
the first Department of orthopedics, and almost all the doctors in the Department were
brought out by Wang Dehua himself. It's easy to manage. In those years, he and Lao
Gao held their breath. Although the relationship is not very rigid, we should make a
comparison in all aspects. When Zhang Fan was in the first Department of orthopedics,
he went to the emergency department every day and made Lao Wang angry. He was
mainly young doctors in the Department. None of them spelled like Zhang Fan.

"I heard that Lao Gao's eldest disciple is coming to transfer?" They all think that
Zhang Fan was brought out by Lao Gao, and at present, the younger generation of
orthopedics belongs to Zhang Fan.

"Yes, the rabbit was so cruel that he lived directly in the emergency department." Chen
Qi, deputy director, was one of his followers when Lao Wang left the second
Department of orthopedics.

"Hehe, there's a lot of ruthlessness. Do you think Lao Gao will faint if you keep this
boy in our department?"

"Ha ha, absolutely, but I think it's also difficult." Chen Qi couldn't help laughing at the
thought of Lao Gao's dizzy appearance.

"Now that he's here, don't embarrass him. Think it over first. Don't just listen to them
blowing hard. In fact, it's just a kind of goods."

"It is estimated that there are two brushes, and their joint surgery was directly
performed by Zhang Fan. Lao Li and Lao Cui, Lao Li is a sick child. Lao Cui wanders
day by day. Zhang Fan is the leader of the joint group. "

"Try it first. Luo Jin and Yuan Tao can't do it alone now. The young doctor in Koli
was bullied by Zhang Fan. Please tell him not to make trouble, but to beat him
technically, not by wearing small shoes. Win, win aboveboard. " Luo Jin and Yuan
Tao are the two main doctors of the second Department of orthopedics, and their level
is top-notch in the main doctors.
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